Introduction {#sec1}
============

The amount of influenza sequence data is increasing rapidly due to the collaborative genome sequencing efforts [@ref-2206916155], [@ref-1262613323]. In support of this work, [The Influenza Virus Resource](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/FLU) [@ref-437495663] has been created at NCBI and is available for public access. This and other [Virus Variation Resources](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/VirusVariation) at NCBI provide enhanced visualization web tools for exploratory analysis [@ref-1802439843], [@ref-4171939747], [@ref-18220307] allowing the representation of phylogenetic trees in an aggregated form with a mechanism for refinement.

Despite the improvements in data analysis, the initial data retrieval remains straightforward in many cases. For example, a database query to NCBI Influenza database is formed as a simple combination of metadata (type of the virus, serotype, segment/proteins, time interval for the date of isolation, etc.) [@ref-437495663] and returns all the sequences that satisfy the query. With the increased number of sequences, it becomes more difficult to operate in this manner: a priori knowledge and experience are required to confirm that all the relevant sequences are included. The dataset extracted in response to the query may be huge and imbalanced due to the large number of identical and nearly-identical sequences in the database (that may differ in metadata though and could not be simply eliminated at the database level). Manual selection of a representative subset is time consuming and difficult. This may create a bottleneck during ongoing pandemic (see [@ref-2025863927] for related analysis and references).

In this paper, we describe an algorithm allowing to select the sequences with various degrees of similarity to the query and group the results based on their relatedness to each other. The algorithm uses BLAST scores to find and rate the database sequences related to the query. Pre-calculated neighborhood lists based on pair-wise BLAST hits between the database sequences allow to report the results in groups of identical and nearly identical sequences.

The algorithm is implemented for protein coding sequences and is being integrated with the NCBI Influenza Virus Resource. 

Method {#sec2}
======

Neighbor-relationships between sequences {#sec3}
----------------------------------------

The standard nucleotide and protein sequence scoring models satisfy conditions (1) - (11) in [@ref-4246863739], and the Smith-Waterman local alignment scores satisfy the inequality
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is a metric. Distance (1) provides an adequate measure of sequence closeness if any difference between sequences or absence of data needs to be penalized (two self-scores are calculated over the whole length of the corresponding protein, not over the area of pairwise local alignment). It is used to remove nearly-redundant sequences from a database [@ref-4246863739]. Removing near-neighbor redundancy in protein sequence collections is also discussed in [@ref-4255189571], and clustered sequence representation is proposed as an alternative in [@ref-3810099671]. Though a good measure of similarity between sequences, the alignment metric (1) does not provide an adequate measure of closeness when, for example, a partial sequence is compared to a very similar full-length sequence, and it is not desirable to interpret the absence of the data as a difference. Below we introduce a near-neighbor relationship which seems to be a better measure for cases like that.
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That allows a short sequence to be an ε-neighbor to a long sequence, but not vice versa.
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Since we are interested in close relationships only and do not consider distant relatives, using fast BLAST algorithm rather than the Smith-Waterman alignment seems reasonable in this context. 

Creating display groups {#sec5}
-----------------------

A complete list of all reported BLAST hits to a given query sequence may be difficult and sometimes impractical to use due to the swarms of identical and nearly-identical sequences in the search set. The resulting list may be either too long or incomplete depending on the selected threshold. It will be useful to  identify redundant and nearly redundant sequences and produce a near-redundant group report rather than a raw list of all BLAST hits. In our calculations, both relatedness to the query sequence and  pairwise similarity of the database sequences are taken into account.

An important requirement to the algorithm is to allow either query or subject sequence to be incomplete. For example, comparing a coding sequence of HA1 domain of hemaglutinin with complete dataset[@ref-210131977].
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 **Fig. 1.** Selecting an anchor sequence.
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###### ** ALGORITHM.  Creating display groups.   **
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**Filtering low-score and low-overlap sequences.** After the groups Λ~κ~ are created, the members of the group that have low-overlap with the query sequence or have much lower score to the query sequence than the anchor, could be filtered out.

**Indexing.** Steps (i) and (iii) of the Algorithm operate with the sets of ε-neighbors for a sequence. These lists are pre-calculated for the database for preselected values of $\documentclass[10pt]{article} \usepackage{amsmath}
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### Showing display groups {#sec6}

Each group Λ~κ~ can be displayed at various levels of detail: an anchor sequence and a number of sequences in the group (default) with or without aggregated metadata; groups of identical sequences; and individual sequences. In an aggregated form a group of sequences is shown as a row in the table containing aggregated metadata. For Influenza sequences, it may be score range, identity range, serotype(s), length range, country/countries.).  

Results {#sec7}
=======

To demonstrate the work of the algorithm, we performed a search for the protein coding sequence of hemagglutinin \[Influenza A virus (A/New York/3223/2009(H1N1))\], coding for the protein with accession number [ACR40288](http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/238231107) (all data as of September 20, 2009). The request interface is shown in Figure 2 (Protein accession number [@ref-437495663] [@ref-3840620238] or protein coding sequence in either text or FASTA formats [@ref-1144518553], [@ref-3873345059] can be entered).

**Figure 2.** Query Interface.   The results are shown in Figure 3. First group contains 943 near-redundant H1N1 2009 hemagglutinin  protein coding sequences with identity to the query sequence varying from 100% to 99%. The score to the query sequence is varying from 3063 to 1269 due to the sequence length variation from 1701 - 708. While complete sequences in the group contain enire HA coding sequences, partial sequences cover coding sequences of either HA1 or HA2 regions (low-coverage filtering was not turn on in this test).

Two levels of resolution are shown in Figure 2: table

**Figure 3.** Displaying the search results. 

Discussion {#sec8}
==========

The algorithm presented allows the adaptive creation of display groups, taking into account both relatedness of the reported sequences to the query and their similarity to each other. The groups are built in an efficient manner using pre-calculated ε-neighbors for each sequences. Moreover, additional filtering can be performed, allowing exclusion of members of each group that are less relevant to the query than top members. A balanced and representative set of sequences selected using this tool can be passed to the analysis tools within the NCBI Influenza Virus Resource for calculating multiple sequence alignment and trees [@ref-437495663]. We plan to extend the technology to processing other viruses in the NCBI Virus Variation Resources [@ref-1802439843]. 

 The developed technology is based on the non-symmetric definition of  dissimilarity in (2) and (3).  Measuring dissimilarity in this way is adequate when the absence of the data is considered a probable match (a short sequence is very close to a longer one over the whole length of the former). In some situations, such assumption would not be valid, and a more strict similarity measure, such as the alignment metric (1) should be used [@ref-4246863739].

We plan to release a production version of the tool on the web site <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/FLU/SmartBLAST>. 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